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**President Layer releases priority listing**

By Sue Ball
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

President Robert G. Layer in a memo to the faculty and staff Monday released the priority list of SIU’s program categories which could be reduced or eliminated to meet the goals of the Master Plan for higher education in Illinois.

The list contains 47 programs in four categories ranging from those which the administration believes would have “little or no adverse effect” if they were cut back or eliminated to those which would have an “extreme impact.” The lowest priority category includes Parking Unit operations. Student Center parking, parking lot maintenance, housing business services, the Vietnamese Studies Center, a police training program and the SIU Centennial Savings.

Layer said the list submitted to the Board of Trustees is an updated version of the final list which the University will present to the Board of Trustees at its next meeting. He added that the list will not be finalized until the University completes the programs which it deems to be necessary.

Layer also said the list is preliminary, and that the University will continue to review it to ensure that it is accurate.

**IBHE gives state listing guidelines**

By Chuck Hatcbeart
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

IBHE lists state listing guidelines are being used to judge the “low priority” program lists such as SIU and other universities have completed.

The list submitted by President Robert G. Layer on SIU: 1. the finest analysis that we have received to date. Everybody on the staff was impressed by the research and consideration that was put into compiling these programs. Layer’s list however, left some questions about whether the numbering of the items in each of the four categories was meant as a priority ranking within the categories.

Layer did not give a clear explanation of what was contained in Category E. According to the list, the programs are ranked with only those on the list being “low priority” and “not important.” The list is based on University operations, but which we presume are consonant with the direction of Master Plan. Phase III.

Priority list gets varied evaluations

By Barry Cleveland
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Student government executives had mixed reactions Monday to the low priority programs listing released by President Robert G. Layer.

Student body President George Camillo and Vice President Jim Peters expressed disappointment that the list had been submitted as requested by the Illinois Board of Higher Education.

“There shouldn’t be a low priority list,” Camillo said. “These are campus matters and the University should have to submit a higher level of control in this manner.”

Peters said that he had supported Layer’s earlier reluctance to submit the requested list.

“I think it’s unfortunate that we have to submit this list at all,” Peters said.

“It’s evident that President Layer was forced into submitting this low priority list,” Peters added. “Through this, he made some wise decisions in cutting back certain programs on campus,” Peters said.

Peters listed the Centennial Commission, the Center for Asian Studies, intercollegiate athletics and the Board of Trustees staff as welcome cuts.

Camillo said that Steven Sample, IBHE deputy director of programs, had asked students to submit a low priority list similar to that requested by Layer.

**Gus Bode**

Gus says it isn’t true that students are not being treated fairly. They’ve just been treated that way.
State gives guidelines for priority programs

(Continued from Page 1)

Sample said this category was discussed only in general terms at his recent meeting with Laver at which he indicated the IBHE would consider it.

Laver said that he told the cut-off in this category of programs would be "destructive" to the University.

Laver has said that cutting into funds allocated for the programs in this area would also mean cutting funds for the medical school.

The high priority programs analyzed by Laver's office were those outlined in Master Plan Phase III and expansion projects in both public and private sectors, under which SUI's medical school falls.

Besides these two programs, Sample said that the IBHE considers these to be of high priority.

Programs which expand higher education opportunities for those destined to become skilled, professional or economic factors, programs concern directly with excellence in

Mixed reactions expressed about low priority list

(Continued from Page 1)

We refused to submit a full scale list that we don't agree with the whole idea, but we did present a list to the Board of Trustees staff as possible areas for cutback," he said.

Camille said that he has reservations about some of the items mentioned in the list. He mentioned the police training program, VVTI and the Cooperative and Outdoor Education programs in particular.

At first glance, it looks like the community might have gotten a bad deal," he said.

Camille agreed with the proposed cuts to the Center for Vietnamese Studies, The Co-operative Extension's office and, particularly, the Board of Trustees staff as possible areas for cutback.

The physical size and enrollment of the University have leveled off, Camille said, leaving room for proposals in the University administration.

**FINALLY!!!**

8 Wonderful Seats for $5

8 Wonderful Seats for $5

**FINALLY!!!**

8 Wonderful Seats for $5
No. 59 on your programs; No. 1 to the Pioneers

By Pat Nussman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

"Are those fights for real?" a student asked the '75 blonde bombardshell of the Pioneers roller derby team.

The "Golden Girl," nodded as she affixed yet another autograph to Nancy, from Jean Weston, No. 58.

"You mean," he persisted, "they really have fights out on that track?"

"Yeah, that's right," the 15-year-old skater said.

"You mean," he repeated, "they actually get hurt out there for fun?"

"Yeah. In fact, I just came back from a three-month layoff from an injury," she said.

The student clutched his autograph and left the table at the Student Center hallway, as Jean Weston continued to sign autographs to Harry...and Jeanne...and honey...with love...Jean Weston.

Miss Weston, one of the female legends of roller derby skating, is still fairly new to the college rule.

The teams have only played colleges for about the last three years, after universitas discovered, according to Miss Weston, that the roller derbies do not hurt their gym floors and do bring in money.

"We can't quite say we're a cultural proposition," she said.

Miss Weston was in the Student Center Monday evening promoting the Tuesday game in the Arena, and that included defending the game, which some questioners seemed to feel is replete with phone violence.

"People come into roller derbies suspicious," she said, "and they see the same plays over and over--and they say it's phone. Actually, she said, it's the same thing as football, which also repeats. They just feel it differently.

"It gets frustrating sometimes when people get on that," she said.

The image of violence comes partly from the television announcers. Miss Weston said, who go overboard in emphasizing villainous.

But not completely.

Sometimes the skaters lose their tempers on the track and try to get one of the other players, she said.

"It's just instant insanity.

She compares the sport to football when it was first organized and sees roller derby as eventually approaching the stature of football.

"Roller derby is making it because the people want it," Miss Weston said. "It's like fighting the establishment.

Miss Weston, who played with the famous "Bomber" team before being drafted into the Pinheads, has been nicknamed the "Golden Girl," but rather caustically remarked that she has no idea how she was dubbed with it.

"I must have got it from some not sitting in the office with nothing else to do," she commented. "I guess it's because I do my hair blonde.

AFROTC talk set for Tuesday TV

Tuesday afternoons and evenings continue WSBE's "Herald" Monday-Friday.

3:30 - "The Hard Way to Play Blues" A flash back reveals how Joe Jone's mother for the first time on air.

4:30 - "Sesame Street: The Evening Report" 36 Meter slide.

5:30 - "Rogers' Neighborhood: 6 - Electric Company."

6 - "Tampa Bays because We Care" panel discusses the rules of school observing a recent attack on drug problems.

7 - "Maniacs" A popular process, a mean loan mark and two egotistical brothers who want to marry the same girl get their comeuppance.


8:30 - "Black Journal" The Black Physics Astronaut Jericho Love and clairvoyant Lillian Cuys make predictions about America, the world and the black community.

9 - Kaleidoscope Cut '00

Carlson, campus AFROTC coach, talks about the AFROTC on campus since May, 1979, and also the possibility of an all-volunteer army. He and Gene Kees, graduate student and former President and Scholar discuss Kees' thesis on non-violent uses of military forces. A rock group, "New Life," and Van Andrews on "T-Shirts Art," painting and painting design. Also are included.

10 - "Movie: "Edward, My Best Friend," 1945, Spencer Tracy and Deborah Kerr star in the story of a man who builds a fortune for his son through some grand deals.

Girls Only

Afree drink of your choice every night until Feb. 1 plus Joey

T-Shirt & membership in the 1st club of it's kind in Carbondale. This is all yours when you Join the Josey Club. Inquire at Bonapartes.

Thanksgiving Break

Bus To Chicago

Leaves directly from: TP. Brush Towers & University Park

$18.85 Round Trip

Call 549-1303

SGT. PEPPERS

SALE

Indian Maxi Dresses

Reg.

$16.50

$14.95

Heavy Insulated Underwear

Reg.

$10.95

$9.50

All Pants

$4.98

Complete Stock Of Heavy Winter Clothing NOW at DISCOUNT PRICES

* Sub-Artic Parkas * Furcoats also Pea Coats, Afghan Coats, & COY'S

Hiking Shoes From

$4.98

Daily Egyptian, November 15, 1979, Page 5.
Stomp on his face, ya bum!

Put together a job in the stomach, a skater stepping on another's face, a cheering crowd and you have one of the sickest sports around—Roller Derby.

It's not that this sport is illegal of course. It's legal even in the country—where students are usually the first to protest violence—is indeed a paradox.

Thousands of students, faculty and others have paid $2, $3 and $4 to see this legalized violence. It is a story that people who for the most part can be termed desiring democracy, the war and violence in general, would pay to see something like Roller Derby.

When Gene Parker, public relations manager for Roller Derby teams came to SIU to promote this sport, he said that, while Roller Derby is a "real characters and weird-looking violence". Yet those same people can probably be found in all walks of life and seemingly could be the same people who said that 95 to 96 per cent of the audience is what has been called it.

Supposedly, this is a form of releasing tension and taking out feelings of violence which build up inside people. Perhaps if more time was spent in trying to find an end to things like poverty, the war, pollution, violence . . . people would not have so much excess energy to expend. Indeed, this sport would consume twice as much energy as a started someone breaking another's bones or smashing a face.

If one looks at the game's rules, the sport seems harmless enough. However, the crowd seem to enjoy watching the men fight more than the actual points gained. Mayer himself said the crowds were attracted by love of battle and bloodshed.

Maybe Roller Derby is a commentary on today's society. Anybody, any country can be interpreted from the Daily Egyptian said "Roller Derby's violent world debate at Arena Nov. 18." The violence world that the game will be, will be just making its debut. Violence has been around since the beginning of time and as today's birth of sport for a sport like Roller Derby is any indication of the progress the younger generation is making. It is just possible the world could look back on the day and hope much for that world changing into a more peaceful world.

On Tuesday night, instead of shutting out money to watch more violence, why not think of ways to constructively end the violence that already exists. And then start using up all that excess energy.

Sue Miller

Opinion

Confusing flag rules

To the Daily Egyptian

In an attempt to do as Susan H. Richardson suggested in her November 11 letter on flag rules, I seem to have run into some technical problems. Concerned with doing my duty as a citizen and also helping my law enforcement officials in their appointed duties I looked up the public law on flag rules passed on Dec. 22, 1942. Here is where the problems arose.

For example, the law states that "the flag should never be used for advertising purposes in any manner whatsoever. Just what does "in any manner whatsoever" mean? Reader's Digest advertised when it gave out flag decals in its publication? What about the time when Gulf Oil Company gave out flag decals in their filling stations—it is advertising!!"

Another section states that "the flag should not be embroidered on such articles as cushions or handkerchiefs and the like, printed or otherwise impressed on paper napkins or boxes or anything that is designed for temporary use and discard; or used as any portion of a costume or athletic uniform.

Does this mean that the Carbonbelle police violate the law with flags sewn on to uniforms or are uniforms not considered costumes? Does the lapel pin worn by President Nixon qualify as embroidered?"

With all these uncertainties, I just don't see how I can do the job I was hired to do. Against the Gulf Oil Company, the police department and the President use the flag in such a way they must be right. No one would dare call them un-American. How the citizens (students in particular) we have to watch out for!!

Michael V. Tallington
Graduate Student, Sociology

Joining voices

To the Daily Egyptian

Many of us have been involved in amortizing injustices and discrimination locally. Now we must join our voices to those who have been in the forefront of Soviet anti-semites. Jews in Russia are branded as members of a nationality, and not a religion. Jews are not members of every nationality, however, and they are denied all cultural and national rights. They face discrimination in jobs and schools. Many large cities in Soviet provinces have been forcibly expressing the desire to emigrate to Israel, to be reunited with their families. Contrary to anti-semitic propaganda we seek neither special consideration nor special privileges for Soviet Jews. All we seek to obtain for them are those same rights now accorded to every other comparable group in the Soviet Union and, in fact, guaranteed by the treaty postulates of Soviet society itself. The Georgians, the Uzbekks, etc., all have their nationalities, and are members of mutual organizations. Even the Germans in Russia maintain their identity, sponsored by the government—only the Jews are denied what all other ethnic groups have.

Prominent citizens of the world have spoken out over their plight, including the late Martin Luther King, Bertrand Russell, and Norman Thomas. The Americans, English, and Australians believe that parties have condemned the Russian leadership for its blatant anti-semitism. We join our voices with those of courage, honor, and good conscience to protest against the discrimination against the Jewish people in the Soviet Union, and to invite others to speak out against this basic denial of fundamental human rights.

Douglas Allen, Philosophy
Fabryn Barberg, Religious Studies
Mindy Brooks, English
Alan Cohn, Humanities Library
Herbert Dunne, English
Linen Edelman, Economics
Herbert Hadley, Chemistry
Zvi Hormon, Chemistry
Robert Hunter, CEMRE
Lawrence Majlis, Botany
World Peace Psychology
Cal Meayers, Chemistry
E. K. Shipton, Humanities Library
Manuel Schenlein, English
Jonathan Seidlin, Math
Beth Sulzer, Educational Psychology
Lawrence Weisman, Occupational Ed.
Carolyn Weiss, Cartographic Lab.

Percy on Pakistan

To the Daily Egyptian

I read with great interest the account of M.A.M. Musharraf at SIU in the Oct. 22, 1971 issue of the Daily Egyptian. I regret to say that it is true that this situation along the Indo-Pakistani border has seriously deteriorated and the threat of war hangs heavy over this region.

As you know, I recently visited India and Pakistan. The truth told by the human race of East Pakistan who have met in the refugee camps in India and Pakistan is one of endless human suffering.

I saw children dead from malnutrition and disease in makeshift hospitals. While talking with refugees in mills for food lines, I heard stories of death of East Pakistanis who had been executed without provocation. I saw the effects of inadequate sanitation, food shortage, and disease and rootlessness.

I am pleased to note your concern about this matter. The United States must not stand idly by and allow either threat of war or starvation to continue.

Charles H. Percy
United States Senator
Leadership in Peking a mystery

TOKYO (AP) - Unexpected developments in China are increasingly agitating Peking's Communist leadership who are now struggling to resolve a mystery surrounding Mao Tse-tung's leadership role.

The 64-year-old defense minister, who once came from public functions since June. His disappearance has been accom-

panied by hints in the government and party press that he may have fallen from grace or been ill-at-ease.

Western experts have speculated that Lin failed in a power play against Mao and Chou and died in a hospital in Peking Sept. 13.

Both the Russians and the Chinese reported the death but gave no in-
formation on its causes or victims.

'Time magazine reported that Western experts 'from Hong Kong to Washington before Lin was

absorbed the craft along with others implicated in a frustrated assassination plot against Mao. They were trying to free the country but were denounced by Lin's own daughter, the magazine said.

According to Time's explanation, Lin tried three times to kill Mao but was exposed in September and tried the escape with his wife and Chou Po-ua, Mao's fallen chief ideologue

and secretary, and air force chief Wu Fei-bien.

"Whenever they were headed, they never made it," Time said.

"Lin's own daughter, Lin Tao-tao, betrayed the escape attempt and the Third was something shot down."

Befriending their theory that Mao has dropped in power, China watchers note that the press has stop-

ped its usual salutes of Lin on Ma's "closest comrade in arms" and deputy leader of the Chinese Commu-

nist party.

VA representative to answer vet's questions Wednesday

John Howell, representative from the Veterans Administration regional office in Chicago, will an-
swer questions and problems of veteran from 2 to 6 p.m. Wed-

day at the Vets Room.

This is his yearly visit, and all veterans are urged to consult him about the Veterans Administration.

Mrs. Myra Lopez, veteran com-

date at S.U., said.

Mrs. Lopez said that Howell has been with the regional office for more than 20 years and has worked in every department. If there are prob-

lems of concern to the veteran he would be able to handle them from the regional office, she said.

The busiest time for problems is fall quarter. Mrs. Lopez said many veterans find themselves

without their checks or having trouble with such things as hours transfer or status papers. She said

Howell's appearance is jointly sponsored by the Vets Club and the Veterans Office.

Christmas tree sale in progress

The annual Christmas tree sale conducted by the S.U. Forestry Club will end Dec. 26.

Seventeen trees will be delivered Dec. 26, according to Richard Murray, president of the club. The trees range in size from three to six feet, and cost from $6 to $16 each.

Murray said special tree cards will be taken at a charge of $1 per foot.

The Forestry Club will be setting large bands of tree gravel at 10 cents per bundle Murray added that the tree cards will also be sold at 10 cents each or 25 cents for 25 cents.

Order blanks may be picked up at the forestry office, Room 184 in the Agriculture Building. They may also be phoned in by calling 63-3041 or 63-3042. Murray said.

Kutana-Players to stage encore

In response to last week's recep-
tion of its first production, the Kutana Players' S.U.'s black theatre company, has scheduled an additional performance at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Attucks Multi-Purpose Center.

The plays to be presented are Ed Bullins' "Contributions." "The Gentleman Caller" and "The First Black Press"

Minnis's "Minnis is Free.

Christmas cards on sale

for UNICEF until Dec. 3.

The local chapter of the United Nations Children's Emergency Fund will until Dec. 3. Chapter representatives will be at the Carbonale Post Office and the Morden Laundromat between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.

SHOP

For Thanksgiving Goodies

Turkeys, Ducks, Capons, Hens
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tion of its first production, the Kutana Players, S.U.'s black theatre company, has scheduled an additional performance at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the Attucks Multi-Purpose Center.

The plays to be presented are Ed Bullins' "Contributions," "The Gentleman Caller," and "The First Black Press.

Christmas cards on sale

for UNICEF until Dec. 3.

The local chapter of the United Nations Children's Emergency Fund will until Dec. 3. Chapter representatives will be at the Carbonale Post Office and the Morden Laundromat between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Arthur Cohen ... in the swamp

Candidate for governor
Paul Simon to visit SIU

Lt. Gov. Paul Simon will visit Carbondale and the SIU campus Wednesday. Simon, who announced his candidacy for the Democratic nomination in September, will arrive at the Student Center at about 11:15 a.m. Keith Davis, campus coordinator for the Paul Simon for Governor Committee, said.

Simon will meet and talk with people in the Student Union until noon, when he will be joined by students.

Poultry team to compete in intercollegiate meet

The four-member poultry judging team of SIU will compete Tuesday and Wednesday in the national intercollegiate poultry judging meet at the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.

Animal industries professor Hill Goodman, sponsor of the team, said Frank Haber, Coffeen, Thomas Wil- wer, Winchester; Emil Nutter, Patoka; and Robert A. Meyer, Hanna City will compete.

Geologist in Okefenokee Swamp searches for coal-making process

An SIU geologist is probing the dank peat beds of the Okefenokee Swamp, hoping to find out how plants turn into coal.

Arthur D. Cohen, financed with a $47,000 two-year grant from the National Science Foundation, has so far resulted in 37 core drillings at different points of the 800-square mile swamp in southern Georgia.

Some old-time swamp residents think the peat sediment may be as thick as 40 feet in some places. Cohen said. Next year he plans to use a helicopter to drop into remote corners of the Okefenokee to find out.

The Okefenokee, only 7,000 years old, is like a biological kitchen where plant life is still forming. With its rich soup of peat, it may closely resemble the ancient coal beds of eastern Illinois.

Kinds of plants, growing now in the Okefenokee have been fossilized in the coals of England, Germany and Vermont. Three of the core samples have yielded an undertone of clay, instead of sand, as expected. The formation, called "underclay," is typically found beneath coal seams.

Cohen has designed a special drill to extract the peat cores and also perfected his own technique to slice thin sections for microscopic analysis.

Cohen's cores already revealed some slices of history that he thinks may provide insight into certain environmental problems of today.

Ten to 15 layers of charcoal are evidently present. According to theories, the Okefenokee looks just like an earlier environment.

FUEL OIL
NO MORE COLD NIGHTS!
GET FUEL OIL DELIVERED THE SAME DAY YOU CALL
YOUR ORDER IN LARRY'S FUEL SERVICE
"Service 7 Days a Week"
PH. 545-4564 509 E. ILLINOIS

$15.00
WATERBEDS
(3 gauge vinyl)
Great Desert
Waterbed Company

CARBONDALE BIKE SHOP
801 E. MAIN
BICYCLE
AUTHORIZE
SALES-PARTS Mon-Fri 10-6 SAT-10-6
St LOUIS ARENA
ST. LOUIS, MO
THURS NOV 18, 7:30
TICKETS $4.50 Advance
$5.00 at Door

BEACH BOYS
ST LOUIS ARENA
ST. LOUIS, MO
THURS NOV 18, 7:30
TICKETS $4.50 Advance
$5.00 at Door

Tonite is
Josey Nite
with
Surprise Band

For girls only
25c BEER
60c 4 door cooler
&
of course girls in
FREE ALL NITE
President Layer releases priority listing

(Continued from Page 1)

Layer said Category E included many areas not clearly defined in the Master Plan, though these areas were not in conflict with it. These areas were not specified in the list because of the lack of clarification. Layer said. These will be discussed, however, at a later date.

If the programs in the highest priority category are reduced or eliminated, Layer said, the University would give first priority to maintaining its commitment to the new medical school. The reason a total of five categories includes $1,800,000 for the medical school.

The programs in each category are numbered but the numbering does not determine any set ranking within each category, said Layer.

Layer said he had the criteria named in the September directive from the IEHE in compiling the priority list. These criteria for determining low priority programs were:

- Programs which fall outside institutional scope and mission as defined in Master Plan, Phase III.
- Master Plan provides general direction for higher education in Illinois.
- Programs in fields showing large surpluses, which may contribute to manpower oversupply or which have low levels of social need or economic demands.
- Programs which are duplicative within a region or across the state.
- Programs which have had consistently low student enrollment.
- Programs which are academically weak.

Priorities numbered 1-4 in Category A involve changes in beginning to be reduced, operations of these areas to restricted funds. Restricted funding means that these areas would no longer be subsidized by the University, but would be operated from funds generated within each area, said Layer.

Priority No. 22 in category C involves $485,000. This would eliminate almost all of UIUC-Carbondale's allocation to the Board of Trustees Staff, specifically the costs of Forest Hall where the Board staff offices are located and the service of the staff salaries. Layer said.

Layer said the Intercollegiate Athletics and Board of Trustees staff reductions included in Category C have special significance. Layer said these were included not to indicate their priority ranking as much as to force the IEHE to make some judgment as to the best allocation to the Master Plan.

"These programs have been omitted from the Master Plan and I think the Board needs to make its stand clear on these two areas," said Layer.

Baker said that inclusion of a program in the list does not mean that it is of low priority or not in keeping with Master Plan. Phase III. He said the effect of the reductions and eliminations would be dealt with as they come.

"Many of these areas would have a great effect on the University," he explained. "We hope we won't have to ever get to the last categories in the list."

Baker said much of the specific effect of the priority list could not yet be determined and would be decided by each of the area deans and their staffs.

When asked whether he believed the University's position was given enough consideration by the IEHE, Baker said. "They listened but we ended up having to cough up the list anyway."

He said he thought the IEHE was clearly aware of the drain the present funding for the medical school has caused for the entire University. Layer also said he was satisfied that the IEHE was fully aware of the overall situation at IU.

City workers' strike cuts services

(Continued from Page 1)

Low Lead Gasoline!!
Lower Priced Than Regular?
Yes, that's right! NEW Gallagher Low Lead gasoline is 1 cent per gallon lower priced than Regular gasoline at LARRY'S SERVICE

JUST ARRIVED - Variety of Colors - All Wool Boot Socks - For Guys & Girls $2
Large Variety of Styles & Colors of Long Sleeve Knit Shirts - approx. 600 To Choose From - $5 and up
SPECIAL SALE TUES - SAT.
Assorted Colors, New Styles & Patterns $5
Jeans - AS SHOWN IN PICTURE. Reg. $8.95 SALE $4.95
New 100% Polyester Double Knit Suits, Special $79.95 The Suit Cost is also Sport Coat Model.
Squire K Shop Ltd
MURDALe SHOPPING CENTER
Five sketches, part of an exhibition of turn-of-the-century French costume designs for operas and plays, were reported missing Monday morning from the University Theatre lobby in the Communications Building, according to Judy Rhyme, secretary in the Department of Theatre.

Ms. Rhyme said that the six 10-inch sketches, mounted on black poster boards, were apparently taken Sunday, since they were in their places Saturday night.

The sketches are valued at approximately $100 each, she said, but added that this is only an estimate, due to the fact that the artists are no longer living and no

values had been put on the sketches. Ms. Rhyme said that the rest of the exhibition was taken down though it was scheduled to run until Dec. 15.

She said there are no plans to put the exhibition back on display, unless they would be protected by glass cases.

The exhibition, entitled “Fin-de-Siècle French Stage Costumes,” is part of a collection owned by Arthur Artman, professor emeritus of French at Baard College in Florida. The designs were brought to SIU by James Killen of the Department of Foreign Languages and Christian Mac of the Department of Theatre.

The five missing sketches are “La Comtesse de Feintourn,” drawn in 1890 by H. Arzes; “Madame Sans,” Act II, drawn in 1885 by Japkin; “Mlle. Leander, La Femme,” drawn around 1880-84 by H. Gerbault; “Krios,” date and artist unknown and “Greek Figure Holding Bow,” date and artist unknown.

Action Party loses Senate majority

Chuck White, westside non-dorm student senator, said Monday he will switch from Action Party to an independent status, dropping Action to its one-vote majority on the Senate.

“Actually, I’m doing this for the good of the party,” White said. “The party has been good to me and I have many friends in the party. But by making Action a one-vote party I am reducing the chances that they will be blamed for all the problems on this campus at election time,” White said.

Theater group plays tonight

International Relations Club
Meeting, 7:30-10 p.m., Mervo Library Auditorium.

Phi Eta Kappa Meeting, 8:10 p.m. General Classroom 12.

SEU Viet Nam Veterans Against the War Meeting, 8-11 p.m. Student Center Room A.

Chess Club Meeting, 7 p.m. Student Center Third Floor.

Student Mobilization Committee Meeting, 7:40 p.m. Student Center Room B.

Free School Communications Workshop, 7:40 p.m. Student Center Room A. "Experian," 8-10 p.m. Wheeler 307.

Students for Jesus Meeting, 8:10 p.m. Student Center Room C.

Katana Players Black theater group, three one-act plays, 8 p.m. Attacko Center. Free admission.

Kappa Omicron Phi Initiates for Badger, 7:30 p.m. Home Economics 141.

Kappa Omicron Phi Coffee hour, 8:30-10:30 a.m. Agriculture Seminar Room.

Auto Center
Mundale Shopping Center

Steam Cleaning
Polishing
Seats & Carpets Cleaned
Auto Stereo Installed

TODAY 8 PM

Pioneers vs Devils
Featuring Derby’s “Golden Girl” JOAN WESTON
Plus Other Derby Stars... Ronnie Robinson
Tony Roman - Bob Woodberry - Lydia Clay

MANY GOOD SEATS STILL AVAILABLE
Ticket Prices $2.00 $3.00 $4.00
Tickets on sale at Center till noon Arena till 1 p.m.
TICKETS ON SALE AT THE DOOR 7 P.M.
Committee will make in-depth study of General Studies aims

The Joint Standing Committee on General Studies is planning an in-depth study of all General Studies areas and courses included in those areas. According to Gene Dybvik, chairman of the committee and assistant professor in radio-TV, the study aims to find the basic objectives of each GS area and course. The committee also wants to find how these objectives are being met and how they affect students.

The committee will be made up of five subcommittees, one for each of the five GS areas, Dybvik said. After work is completed the subcommittees will report to the standing committee. Completion of the project is set for winter of 1972.

The subcommittees will each include one faculty member from the joint standing committee; one student from the joint standing committee; one senior faculty member from a department offering a course in a GS area; one teaching assistant involved in a course in a GS area and one student at-large.

Any student wishing to be one of the five student-at-large subcommittee members should contact Gene Dybvik at 652-6423. The committee will start work as soon as it has obtained the five students-at-large.

HETZEL OPTICAL SERVICE
411 S. Illinois
Dr. James C. Hetzel Optometrist
Contact Lens Polished Frames Repaired 1 - Day Service
LATEST FRAMES & GOLD RIMS
We Specialize in Eye Examinations
Carbondale and Contact Lens Fitting Ph. 457-4919

MERLINS
Coming Tomorrow!!!
Pacific Gas & Electric

'Charlie Brown' big success

By Glenn Amato
Daily Egyptian Special Writer

Certain shows need reviews like Jackie Ossman needs a handout—"Hair," "Jesus Christ Superstar," any Neil Simon comedy—because it's just too much. But "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" is a different story. "Charlie Brown" is popular enough before it even opens; consequently, the critics can expect more of the same.

"You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown," Sunday evening's Celebrity Series offering at Hayski Auditorium, is that rarity, a tremendous critical and popular success. Sunday's audience gave every indication of loving it, and so am I. It's a small thing in the mundane, but I'm sure I am in the minority in confessing my dissatisfaction.

The problem lies not only with the production, which has the advantage of being cheap and the disadvantage of being unprofessional, but with some of the cast's performance. The book—actually, there is no book. What is offered is a series of stories that in turn to give an impression of simplicity and almost casual improvisation. Fine! I'd like to see the Peanuts characters boozed up in a typical heavy-handed musical comedy book. Some recent successful musicals—"The Me Nobody Knows," "Company" and "Follies"—moved from the stage of the New York City Center and found themselves in the traditional book. But these musicals have something "Charlie Brown" doesn't have: structure.

The show is simply too long. It illustrates a day in the life of Charlie Brown by striking unsettling notes—all that is upsetting and striking it over and over again.

Some of the songs are very funny, particularly a survey Lucy takes in the second act, but there are times when the show grows repetitions and cloy. I hate to sound stuffy about a show that wants to provide something more than good, solid entertainment, but "Charlie Brown" doesn't succeed completely at this level. Compare it to a musical like "42nd Street" or a comedy like "Butterflies Are Free" and I think you would come out on the other side.

Chuck Geren's music and lyrics are servicedable and in Snoopy's "Supertunes," considerably more. But one song teenage music well.

The performances are the best core for this version of "Charlie Brown." the company is spirited and energetic. Charles Cork's Charlie Brown strikes the right blow, and Richard Whalen's Snoopy is hilarious. I like Cathy Wallace's Hitzy, Lucy, and Raina Miller's Schroeder. I liked them all but I like the comic strip much more. So there it is, the kind of randomly structured entertainment that would probably be more at home as a revue. It's pleasant and it's filled away a few hours. It's like being in the woods and watching them; but, at the end, it seems to have done very little stretched quite a long way.
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OR ANNUAL
Local black television series attempts to entertain and educate with facts

Cathy Scott-Jones
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Some television programs entertain, others educate. The first black television series is an attempt to accomplish both, according to SIU graduate John Holmes, the series' creator.

The program, which premiered Oct. 1, is titled "Black Folk: Then and Now." Holmes says the series seeks to fulfill the educational and entertainment void in Southern Illinois television programming.

To fill the educational and entertainment void in Southern Illinois television programming, Holmes, a graduate of SIU, has created the series.

"Black Folk: Then and Now," is a 30-minute series intended to educate students and entertain the general public.

"In most cases, black people are either misrepresented or not involved in television programs," Holmes said. "Sometimes black heroes are used to make the other race feel inferior, but that's not the case here. We are showing that blacks have always been part of the American solution, but they are not really aware of themselves or the country's history." Holmes said.

"Our series tries to keep information at a level of understanding by showing the relevance of historical events," Holmes said. "We are trying to give the audience a reason to listen to the events and to change their opinions. We present the facts and leave it to the audience to do with them what they want to do.

The entertainment for "Black Folk: Then and Now," includes singers, musicians, writers and artists. Some of it is local, some of it is black.

"Producing a program with such variety is not an easy task," Holmes said. "We have musicians and singers involved. Our staff includes only two faculty members and the rest are students," he said.

"Technical problems sometimes arise and it may take up to five hours to produce a one-hour segment.

Entertainment for the program have included such local talents as the "Association of Creative Artists" and the Obetz Free Will Baptist Church Choir.

The Lincoln Players, SIU's black theatre company also scheduled an attempt to reach more than one of its segments. The people that we have been working with have been quite helpful and creative," Holmes said.

"The show is still growing, however, and there are some things that we are not sure the audience wants. Presently, we are trying to devise a way to get feedback and find out how the people feel about the show," Holmes said.

SIU retirees' benefits hiked

Retired SIU faculty and staff will receive increased benefits from a new retirement program adopted by the University.

The program is the result of three years' work by a former family member of Alexander MacMillan, Joseph Yohe of the Personnel Office and Royce Bryant, staff assistant in the Human Resources Office.

At a meeting of SIU retirees Friday, MacMillan was elected chairman and SIU representatives attended Springfield for the Illinois branch of the Association for State Universities Retirement System.

Dames Club will sponsor speaker

County Superintendent of Schools Lawrence E. Lawlor will speak to the SIU Dames Club on "Integration and Segregation of Schools."

The meeting will be at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Home Economics building.

Business to be discussed at the meeting will include the collection of books for a book sale, according to

Martin Gutierrez, a research assistant at the club. The sale is scheduled for early January and is sponsored by the Dames Club, a group of University women. Additional information will be provided at the meeting.

Further information can be obtained from Josie Sacchini, club president, at 546-7630 after 5:30 p.m.

Patrons receive drive to fight anemia

A drive to fight sickle cell anemia, a genetic disease which usually afflicts black people, began at SIU Monday and will continue through Friday, according to Peggy Wills, chairperson of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, sponsors of the drive.

Veterans hold Thanksgiving fast

The National Vietnam Veterans Against the War (NVVVAW) is sponsoring a "Dawn to Dusk Fast" Thanksgiving Day on the steps of the Capital Building in Springfield. According to Merlind Keaster, NVVVAW member, transportation will be furnished. For more information, interested persons should come to the NVVVAW meeting at 3 p.m. Tuesday in Conference Room A of the Student Center.

Contributions for the drive may be brought to special collection booths in the Student Center, Human Resources Building main lobby and Grismell Hall.

The funds obtained will be sent to the Sickle Cell Foundation for Research in New York.

1/2 PRICE COLOR PRINTS?

SAVE ON SLIDES - MOVIES - B & W PRINTS, TOO

This low price saves you up to 50% over other "drug store" shops. Highest quality color prints back to your door in just a few days. Try us! 100% satisfaction or your money back.

100% SATISFACTION - JUST SEND YOUR ENVELOPE AND COPIES SIZE REDUCED TO 1/2 SIZE OR SMALLER. SAVINGS UP TO 50% ON YOUR COPIES - WINTER SPECIAL"
Bad Snap' saves Bears

Butkus' catch upsets Redskins

CHICAGO (AP) — It was what Dick Butkus called one of pro football's "newer" plays but students the Chicago Bears coach was about doing all the way.

The "bad snap" play Sunday gave the Bears a 24-6 victory over the Washington Redskins and on Monday, coach Jim Dooley said "our game plan is to play hard and play smart." The Bears' defense was up to the challenge.

"We could do it, we could go all the way," said Running Back Jim Grabowski who sports a championship ring from Super Bowl III.

"The defense is up. The offense is up. The whole team is up," said RoysterPresbyterian.

"We're optimistic despite the tough schedule in the league," said defensive tackle George Heath. "I wasn't impressed with the closed camp until last year. We've improved. We've improved in every way. We've improved in every way. We're a winning attitude now.

"The Bears have had their share of pasting victories in posting a 6-1 record to trail Minnesota by one game in the Central Division of the National Football Conference. But some believe they're more ruthless than the conventional, which gave them a victory over Washington. "Imagine being a game on a bad
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Bears next face the Detroit Lions who they lead by one-half game in their division. A victory over the Lions would go a long way towards clinching the playoffs for the Bears."

Douglast also did a lot of work

block anymore. So I went into the endzone and started waving my hands. I'm eligible on that play," Butkus said.

Douglast is eligible because he lines up at the left end slightly behind the line of scrimmage as a blocker for the place kick.

"I didn't do anything but catch the ball," said Butkus. "I saw the route of the play and Boydock did all the work."
Ali doesn't worry Mathis

HOUSTON (AP) — "It's gonna be hard and I'm afraid," Buster Mathis said Monday of his fight with Muhammad Ali. "But I'm gonna win it."..."I'm not afraid of losing, but I'm afraid of people saying 'I told you so,'" Mathis said after finishing his gym work for the scheduled 12-round contest against Ali Wednesday night in the Astrodome.

"Everybody says, Buster Mathis is too big, Mathis said, "but I gotta win, I gotta knock him out, so no one can say I'm too big. I gotta win."..."Nobody knows how Buster Mathis feels, but now I know Mathis said while trying to explain what his first fight in more than a two years need to him.

The 37-year-old Mathis' last bout was as a middleweight two-time champion who lost a 12-round decision to Jerry Quarry March 29, 1970. Next came managerial problems and the rumor on a fight against Al "The KO" Lewis who led to a suspension by the Michigan Boxing Commission and the World Boxing Association.

A spokes-woman for Top Rank Inc., which will promote the live fight in association with Athletics Enterprises Champions, said "it is a very difficult time for people and $1.203.95. Prices are retail of $1.20 to $2.00.

Stevens paces Louisville

Louisville just lost one on a left side pitch, Panaceas passed five yards to Thompson and was intercepted by Steve Young for no gain. Two first downs later, Thomas did good out of the backfield while drive ended when Perkins passed incomplete.

Southern's defense held and got the ball back near the half of the half, 49, still in the third quarter. After two short runs and a nine-yarder by Long, the Cardinals directed a field goal, but Thompson fumbled and the ball was recovered on the next play.

The teams exchanged punts before Joe cortico's Cardinals managed 46 yards to the Kitchen seven. But Marcus passed 26 yards field goal, ending the early fourth quarter drive.

As expected, Stevens had carried the ball to both offensive back, picking up 19 yards in three attempts. Madden completed passes for 19 and 11 yards.

Eight yards from a touchdown, the Bulldogs started another drive that would end as failure.

Towers had installed new offensive backs. Reed and Mike Ellis replacing Lookas and Thompson. Reed moved the ball 13 yards to the 29 on a pair of rushes. Panaceas passed one of his 10 completions to Ekhos at the 36. But his next aerial was intercepted out of bounds by Lynn, gaining five yards. Stevens came back for another three yards before Panaceas and Ernie Harris combined for a 12-yard punt play to Louisville's 35.

It was time for a big play. Joe Rich Kohler, swinging around from left, flashed, took a Panaceas handoff and made the ball towards infield in the end zone. But Reed never touched it. Joe Welch, intercepting at the three.

Lookas got nothing out of the kickoff at Southern's defense finally closed ranks and stopped Stevens. He got three yards on two carries. On fourth and seven from the six, he was hit by Stagg at Louisville's 49. The little backstop started straight upfield, cut away to his right at the 36 and raced down the sideline for Southern's first first six points.

The conversion attempt failed when Thompson dropped Panaceas' perfectly thrown pass.

Louisville and Southern traded punts again, eventually giving the Cardinals possession at Southern 30.

The New

Louisville run two plays from scrimmage after Stine's eight-yard pass to quarterback passed incomplete to Alan Batson at Southern's 30.

...But then he hit Stevens with a little screen pass on the right sideline. Stevens ran to the right sideline, coming across the width of the field and going out of bounds 13 yards upfield at the game ended.

Stevens then ripped off runs of five, seven, 12 and four yards. But it was reserve quarterback Mike Campbell and tight end Joe Dickson, who combined for three touchdowns. On a rollout right, Campbell passed 26 yards to the wide-open pass-catcher.

Stevens got his scoring glory by letting flasher Dale Kammel for the two-point conversion with 1:12 left in the game, and Louisville leading 26-14.

Louisville's second defensive unit was on the field when Southern marched 54 yards in four plays for touchdown No. 2. Panaceas completed four passes, two to Hurricane for 11 and 16 yards. And Phil Jett caught a 15-yarder as the Cardinals rushed up five down passes on three consecutive plays.

Now at Louisville's 10-yard line, Panaceas connected with Lookas on the right side. With his path to the end zone blocked, Lookas reversed field and scored just inside the left faking.

Panaceas' fifth straight completed pass was good for the two point conversion to Lookas, ending the scoring at 28-14.
Stevens, Louisville run over SIU, 24-14

By Mike Klein
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - One of the smallest players in NCAA football history became its biggest little ground gainer here last Saturday, spearheading a 24-14 victory over Southern Illinois.

Howard Stevens, 5-10, 160-pound rusher, amassed 360 yards. He broke 91 yards on four passes, three runs, returned a kickoff 22 yards and scored two touchdowns.

Those exploits enabled him to become the smallest player ever to rush for over 100 yards in a season. Stevens has 1,231 yards in nine games with a contest against Western Carolina next.

During the Cardinals' successful afternoon before 10,000 fans, Stevens bested two Louisville marks and nearly two others. Stevens set new game and season rushing marks. He carried 35 times, one less than the record, and missed by two yards owning the longest run from scrimmage.

Southern Illinois offensive tackle Dick Smith was Saturday's only casualty. Smith went out early in the first quarter with an injured knee. He did not return.

Louisville dented the scoreboard four times during the afternoon, scoring three touchdowns and a field goal. Southern Illinois was scoreless until the fourth quarter when two touchdowns were pushed across.

Gerald "Scout" Wilson got SIU's first six-pointer, returning a punt 49 yards, his first score of the year. With 12 seconds left in the game, George Loukas caught an 18-yard pass from Brad Pancoast for Southern's other score.

Louisville kicked to open the game. It was the Cardinals who nearly had a quick 7-0 lead.

After the teams traded punts, Southern had possession at its 25 when Thomas Thompson began a sweep left. Thompson was hit at the 22 and the ball popped loose. Cornerback Gary Inman grabbed it in the air and raced 30 yards into the endzone.

Back upfield, however, officials had ruled the play dead. And a long chorus of boos and arguments by the Cardinals didn't change their minds.

So the game was still scoreless and both teams had punted twice when Southern Illinois started its third drive 91 yards from paydirt.

Three rushes netted 13 yards, eight by Loukas who had 87 for the day. A pass and two more runs preceded a Pancoast interception. Brad's aerial was picked off at the Saluki 47 by Ralph Galvin who returned it 23 yards.

Louisville went on offense on the first play, but Jim Powell botched Larry Gillins for a two-yard loss, moving the Cardinals back to Southern's 31.

Then Stevens broke his first long run, an 11-yarder. But tackle Charles Canali dumped quarterback John Madyeau for an eight-yard loss.

It was fourth and 14 from the Southern 28 when Scott Marcus, Louisville's bearded placekicker and barefoot punter, kicked a 25-yard goal, making it 3-0 with 4:57 left in the first quarter.

After the ensuing kickoff, Southern marched 72 yards to Louisville's six, then fumbled on fourth and one early in the second quarter.

After the drive's fourth first down at the Cardinal 13, sub placekicker Larry Perkins went up the middle for two. Loukas followed Paul Dumas over right tackle for four yards and left tackle for three.

Dumas, an offensive guard, had been incorporated into an "elephant backfield" for blocking. But instead of staying with the "elephant backfield," coach Dick Tomsen sent Perkins into the line where he was stopped.

Boying by the defensive stand, the Stevens-dominated Louisville offense marched 96 yards in 14 plays for six more points. Marcus' extra point was wide right but it was 9-0 with 6:18 left in the half.

Stevens carried eight times for 42 yards and scored on a one-yard plunge to finish the drive. His long romp was 20 yards. Madyeau kept it alive near Southern's goaline when on third and seven at the 19, he passed 18 yards in Gary Bome.

Stevens converted the drive's other two third downs with four and six yard runs.

The ball ended 4-0, although a 20-yard kickoff return by "Scout" Wilson gave Southern good field position at its 45. But after one first down, the offense stalled and Russ Halley punted into the endzone.

Louisville came back and drove from its 20 to Southern's 28 before Stevens got 12 yards, and two on fourth and 12. Again, he was the workhorse, rushing 20 yards on the drive.

Stevens led all rushers at halftime with 81 yards. Southern's Loukas had 68 and Thompson 49.

Two plays into the second half, Stevens ripped off his 91-yard touchdown gallop, breaking through the line unassisted and outracing Halley, the deep safety. Marcus' kick made it 14-0.

After Stevens' touchdown, Marcus kicked off short and Loukas returned it 12 yards to Southern's 40.

Two runs set up a third and four, solved easily by Pancoast who passed to David Reid 19 yards upfield at Louisville's 28. Loukas got six, Thompson three and then Loukas nothing to set up fourth and one at the six.

But Thompson followed left guard Billy Story through a small hole and made two yards, good enough for another set of downs.

(Continued on Page 14)